Workflows are composite multitransaction activities occurring in heterogeneous environments. They relax the semantic properties of traditional transactions to accommodate the demands of such environments. It is important that workflows be specified declaratively, reasoned about formally, and scheduled automatically. Declarative approaches based on intertask dependencies are prominent in the literature. However, extant approaches often lack a formal semantics, or fail to meet other important criteria. Also, they do not carefully distinguish event types from instances, a distinction that is crucial when the constraint that tasks are loop-free is relaxed. We propose an approach that gives a rigorous formal semantics for dependencies and meets the above conditions. Our approach uses algebraic expressions to represent dependencies and uses symbolic reasoning to take scheduling decisions. It can form the basis of a programming language for workflows.
Introduction
Workflows are composite activities that typically involve a variety of computational and human activities, and span multiple systems. They arise naturally in heterogeneous environments. The importance of workflows is increasing rapidly because of market forces. Much research has recently been focused on them ; they are listed as a major database challenge in [Dayal et al., 1993] .
The traditional transaction model defines ACID transactions, which have the properties of atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability. ACID transactions have proven remarkably effective in a number of data processing applications [Gray & Reuter, 1993] . Unfortunately, they are not well-suited to heterogeneous systems. First, atomic commit protocols are inefficient in a distributed environment, and perhaps even impossible if legacy systems cannot be modified. Autonomy of legacy systems is often sacrosanct for technical and political reasons. Legacy systems are also frequently technically closed in that they have no visible precommit state. Second, the semantic requirements in heterogeneous applications are often quite complex and need more sophisticated task structuring than the traditional model offers [Garcia-Molina & Salem, 1987] . A number of extended transaction models have been proposed recently [Elmagarmid, 1992] . Typically, these generalize the ACID model in different ways and do not meld well with each other.
The sheer variety of extended transaction models has led to generic "RISC" approaches that enable the specification of different transaction models in terms of a small number of primitives [Klein, 1991a; Chrysanthis & Ramamritham, 1992; Attie et al., 1993] . These approaches do not offer new transaction models per se, but instead provide declarative intertask dependencies to specify workflows. Major issues in this paradigm are (a) how to express dependencies, and (b) how to schedule events to satisfy them.
The present work is in this paradigm: we too provide a formal language for specifying intertask dependencies. However, we give a formal Tarskian semantics for our language. Our approach addresses both issues (a) and (b) A common theme in the literature is the notion of significant events. Tasks being coordinated are modeled in terms of events that are significant for the purposes of coordination. The tasks are interfaced to the scheduler through proxy agents. Although the tasks may be complex, their interaction with the system is in terms of significant events, which are captured by the proxy agents. The agents are assumed to behave like finite state automata over a (usually small) set of states. Figure 1 shows two such agents-previous approaches can handle only the loop-free one. One of the pictures in Figure 1 is of an automaton with cycles. For expository reasons, we use this automaton, which exhibits a possible locking behavior of a transaction. The key idea here is the looping. This is essential to capture the reasoning in the ACTA example mentioned below, but which cannot be handled in ACTA. The same structure arises in resource managers in general, because these typically have to repeatedly react to stimuli. Our mathematical approach can apply DBPL-5, Gubbio, Italy, 1995to events at several levels of granularity; its implementation, however, is practical only for coarse-grained events of the kind considered below.
The significant events label the legal transitions among the states of the automata. Typically, they correspond to transaction manager or operating system primitives, such as begin, commit, abort, spawn, and fail-these depend on the underlying transaction model. Each state potentially hides a complex computation. Intertask dependencies are constraints across the significant events of different tasks. The satisfaction of dependencies can require the (non-)occurrence and ordering of various events.
operands. This makes it difficult to reason symbolically. The restriction to loop-free tasks and the lack of an explicit distinction between event types and instances are the most limiting properties of all four approaches. However, these approaches agree on the stability of events-an event once occurred is true forever. This is a natural intuition, and one that we preserve for event instances. Pratt's approach is formal and compositional, but lacks a scheduling algorithm. Further, it too lacks an explicit distinction between event types and instances. Pratt defines an operator for residuation, but his equations are too weak to apply in scheduling.
We reviewed the formal literature on intertask dependencies. Other related work includes [Garcia-Molina et al., 1990; Wächter & Reuter, 1992; Nodine, 1993; Breitbart et al., 1993; Agrawal et al., 1993] .
Our Approach: Event Algebra
Our formal language is based on an algebra of event types, which is related to the action logic of [Pratt, 1990] . However, we make crucial enhancements to Pratt's syntax (complement events) and semantics (admissibility) to derive our key results. In our presentation, we carefully isolate admissibility from the basic semantics and motivate it carefully to show exactly where it is necessary. Event symbols are the atoms of our language. Unlike Pratt, we also introduce for each original event symbol another symbol corresponding to its complement. Lastly, we allow the events to be parameterized so as to state constraints for workflows whose constituent tasks may be nonterminating. Previous approaches are limited to single-shot tasks. However, for ease of exposition, we defer parameterization of events to section 5.
Motivations and Key Assumptions
Besides the features already discussed, the property that most guided our approach was the wish to permit declarative specifications, yet schedule events eagerly. Specifications should be declarative in that they should describe the conditions that must hold over entire computations, without regard to how an acceptable schedule may be generated. This accords well with the spirit of declarative specifications. However, the execution mechanism should be able to allow or trigger events on the basis of whatever information is available at the given stage of the computation. A good approach should encode and process this information as well.
Syntax and Semantics
, the language of event expressions has the following syntax. Σ is the set of significant event symbols; Γ is the alphabet, which consists of events and their complements; Ξ contains atomic event symbols. A dependency or an expression is a member of . A workflow is a set of dependencies. Intuitively, Γ and Ξ refer to events (they will be differentiated in section 5). Thus means that occurs somewhere. The constant 0 refers to a specification that is always false; refers to one that is always true. The operator means disjunction. The operator means conjunction; thus refers to the interleaving of its arguments. The operator refers to sequencing of its arguments.
The semantics of is given in terms of computations or traces. Each trace is a sequence of events in the given system. It is important to associate expressions with possible computations, because they are used (a) to specify 
Semantics 1´£
Note that this is only a convenient abbreviation: È is not an operator in our object language,°. 
Observation 1
2 means that traces that satisfy a sequence expression form a subset of the traces that satisfy any of the events in that sequence expression. Intuitively, if a trace satisfies "do a, then b," it also satisfies "do a" and "do b."
We treat ¢ and ¢ symmetrically as events. We thus define a formal complement for each event, including those like start, whose non-occurrence when established constitutes their complement. This is crucial for eager schedulingsection 6 has more rationale.
We must give some additional semantic intuitions before we can apply the above development to a concrete example. Our approach is based on residuation in our algebra. As explained in section 3.3, residuation has the right semantic properties to formalize the behavior of a scheduler. However, to obtain the necessary independence and modularity properties, and closed-form answers for symbolic reasoning, we need stronger equations than Pratt's. We discovered that our equations were not sound in any of the usual models! We realized that this was because the usual models lacked an explicit combination of a notion of change-of the system evolving because of events-and a notion of the system's knowledge-its state for scheduling decisions. Soundness was easily proved when we added that combination to the usual regular language models. The notion of change is captured through our stronger equations for residuation, and the notion of knowledge through a quotient construction, which identifies expressions that are equivalent with respect to the desired behavior of the scheduler. Our key assumptions are as follows:
Assumption 1 An event instance excludes its complementary event instance from any computation.
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Assumption 2 An event instance occurs at most once in any computation.
Assumption 3 An event instance or its complement eventually occurs in each computation.
Traces that satisfy assumptions 1 and 2 are termed legal. Our universe set (and Example 1) includes illegal traces, but these are eliminated from our formal model in section 4. Intuitively, the reader should assume legality everywhere.
Example 2 Consider a workflow which attempts to buy an airline ticket and book a car for a traveler. Both or neither task should have an effect. Assume that (a) the booking can be canceled: thus cancel compensates for book, and (b) the ticket is nonrefundable: buy cannot be compensated. Assume all subtasks are transactions (as in Figure 1 , left). For simplicity, assume that cancel always commits. Now the desired workflow may be specified as (D1)
, if book commits and buy aborts, then cancel must start); and (D5)
(start cancel only if book commits and buy aborts).
The above workflow is satisfied by several legal traces, including (è 1 )
Scheduling by Residuation
Events are scheduled-by permitting or triggering tasks to proceed-to satisfy all stated dependencies. A dependency is satisfied when a trace in its denotation is realized. We characterize the state of the scheduler by the traces it can allow. The allowable traces are given initially by the dependencies in the stated workflow. As events occur, the allowed traces get narrowed down. Let us consider the processing informally first.
Example 3 Consider Example 2. Suppose buy starts first. Then D1 requires that book start sometime; the other dependencies have no effect, since they don't mention
. Now if buy were to commit next, D2 would prevent book from committing, yet D3 would require book to commit. Because of this inconsistency, buy cannot commit next. However, book can start right after the start of buy, thereby satisfying the remaining obligation from D1. After book starts, buy would still not be allowed to commit, but book will be allowed to commit. After book commits, buy can commit thus completing the workflow, or buy can abort thus causing cancel to be started.
The above assumes that buy starts first. The dependencies we stated assume that buy is the task that is triggered from outside, and gets the whole workflow rolling. If we wish to allow book to play the same role, we have to state an additional dependency in the reverse direction of D1. Simplicity of exposition is the only reason why don't do that here.
The above example shows that while scheduling a workflow, two questions must be answered for each event that is considered for scheduling:
é what will remain to be done later?
Clearly, the answers can be determined given the original dependencies plus the history of the system so far. One can examine the traces allowed by the original dependencies, select those compatible with the actual history, and infer how they might proceed. Most interestingly, in our approach, both above questions are answered by symbolic reasoning. Figures 2 and 3 show how the state of the scheduler may be represented symbolically and how transitions among the various states may also be captured symbolically. These figures are based on dependencies D1 and D2 of Example 2, which were exercised in Example 3. The state labels correspond to the current obligation of the scheduler and the transition labels to the event whose occurrence causes the obligation to change. In the case of Figure 2 , the scheduler is initially obliged to the entire dependency D1. If
Roughly, an event that would make the scheduler obliged to 0 cannot occur. Figure 3 is similar.
The transitions exhibited by Figures 2 and 3 can be captured through an algebraic operator that we introduce. This operator is called residuation. It is not added to our formal object language, since it is not used in the formulation of dependencies, only in their processing. Dependencies are residuated by the events that occur to yield simpler dependencies. The resultant dependencies implicitly contain the necessary history. This proves highly efficient, because the representations required are small and the processing is simple. The residuation operator ÿ is given the usual semantics (see section 4), but a stronger equational characterization. We present this next. We use the operator ô in stating the equation so as to highlight that it might not be interpreted simply as
¡
. Section 4 provides further explanation of this.
In the following, we assume that the formulas being residuated are in conjunctive normal form (CNF). CNF for our language ¢ refers to a normal form in which the conjunction is applied at the outermost level; disjunction is applied at the next level in; and, sequencing at the innermost level. The literals are event symbols, complemented or otherwise. Because of the restriction to CNF, we can assume that in the equations below, ó is a sequence expression, and £ is a sequence expression or ý (the latter case allows us to treat a single atom as a sequence, using
is mentioned in ó -essentially the alphabet restricted to ó .
Equation 1 0ÿ
The above equations are can be used to symbolically calculate the automata corresponding to different dependencies. Thus, these automata need not be explicitly represented. For a given state ó of the scheduler and an event , ó ÿ % gives the resulting state. The above equations are carefully designed to guide the reasoning of a scheduler. They take advantage of the assumptions of section 3.1. These equations have some useful properties-dependencies not mentioning an event have DBPL-5, Gubbio, Italy, 19956 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 no direct effect on it; the reasoning with respect to different dependencies can be performed modularly; and, the history of the scheduler need not be recorded explicitly. The dependencies stated in a workflow thus fully describe the state of the scheduler; successive states are computed symbolically through residuation. We now formalize the reasoning described in Example 3. 
0 (both cannot occur in any legal trace). However, since
, the workflow completes if buy commits. Since
, cancel must be started if buy aborts.
A significant advantage of considering CNF is the following. The dependencies are independently stated and effectively conjoined to define a workflow (a set of dependencies can be treated as the conjunction of its members). If CNF is assumed, then the conjunction of several dependencies essentially reduces to one (albeit large) dependency. Consequently, no additional processing is required in putting the dependencies into an acceptable syntactic form for reasoning. Also, Equation 3 enables the different conjuncts or different dependencies to be residuated independently. It is also simple to establish the following result, which guarantees independence of the residuation of dependencies by events that they do not mention.
Observation 3
e % C u , if Γ Event scheduling depends on the resolution of dependencies that apply to the same event, and the attributes or semantic properties of the given events in the underlying workflow. The scheduler can take a decision to accept, reject, or trigger an event only if no dependency is violated by that decision. Thus the constraint on an event is the conjunction of the constraints due to different dependencies. By Observation 3, only dependencies mentioning an event are directly relevant in scheduling it. Of course, we also need to consider events that are caused by events that are caused by the given one, and so on-these might be involved in other dependencies.
There are several ways to apply the algebra. The relationship between the scheduling algorithm and the algebra is similar to that between proof search strategies for a logic and the logic itself. In the case of scheduling, the system has to determine a trace that satisfies all dependencies. It can assign different values to the event literals by accepting or rejecting them. This paper does not focus on these operational aspects of scheduling. Some of those, which also involve distribution, are reported in [Singh, 1996] . A distributed scheduler based on the results of this paper has been implemented. It is best suited to coarse granularity events and has been used to control the invocation of tasks to satisfy a given workflow.
Soundness Through Admissibility
The above equations can prove quite effective in scheduling. However, we must also show that they are sound in some natural models that reflect our key intuitions about computations and dependencies. For our trace-related intuitions, a regular language model is quite natural. In such a model, the standard definition of residuation accords well with our intuition of as an operator that tells us what remains from a dependency after an event occurs. Indeed, residuation provides the weakest possible interpretation for , so we formally define as follows:
The above definition is a variation of one given in [Pratt, 1990] . Now we talk about the soundness of our equations.
The above definition of soundness essentially interprets r t as w , i.e., equivalence. As indicated in section 3.1, some of our equations are not sound in the regular language model. They turned out not to be sound in a number of other standard models we experimented with. However, some are easily shown to be sound in our model of choice, the regular language model introduced above.
Lemma 4 Equations 1 through 5 are sound.
But what about Equations 6, 7, and 8? These equations are especially troublesome to prove sound in typical models. Individually, they can be satisfied in different models, but not together. Finding a model-theoretic characterization of the equations thus became a major technical challenge in our approach. We addressed this by defining a class of nonstandard, but intuitively natural, models based on what we term admissibility.
Admissible traces are those that satisfy assumptions 1, 2, and 3 of section 3.1. Intuitively, these traces characterize the maximal (and legal) behavior of the environment, i.e., of the given collection of tasks. Let 
| d
yields the resulting set of admissible traces. The operator~thus abstractly characterizes execution. This is the notion of change described in section 3.1. Formally,
Semantical Considerations on Workflows: An Algebra for Intertask Dependencies
We use admissible sets to define a coarser notion of equivalence ( ) than equality of denotations ( ). 
Example 7 Let '
A Θ for some alphabet Θ, such that )
. Also,
0.
Lemma 5 For all admissible sets , is an equivalence relation. We refer to as adm-equivalence. We now use it to define a quotient structure on our original models. The quotient model preserves all equalities, but only some of the inequalities. That is, for all . This is as it should be: otherwise, there would be no reason for defining the quotient construction!
The fact that we have some equivalence relation does not entail that we can use it to define a viable quotient structure over the states of a scheduler. For adm-equivalence to define a viable quotient structure, we must also establish that the behavior of the scheduler is not affected by replacing one adm-equivalent expression for another. This is a crucial requirement upon which our whole technical development hinges. Fortunately, it can be met. occurs, their respective residuals will also be adm-equivalent. In other words, the ongoing behavior of the scheduler cannot be affected by substituting W for . That is, event occurrences are well-behaved with respect to the quotient. This is crucial in justifying the following formal notion of soundness, adm-soundness, which (in contrast to Definition 3) uses adm-equivalence instead of equality. This notion also accommodates the change of state implicit in the occurrence of events. We have thus established adm-soundness as a reasonable formal notion of correctness for our equations. Since is reflexive, we also have the following.
Lemma 7 If
Lemma 8 Equations 6 through 8 are adm-sound.
Theorem 9 Equations 1 through 8 are adm-sound.
Arbitrary Tasks
Our approach as described so far may appear to resemble traditional approaches in assuming that events do not occur more than once. However, a crucial observation is that event tokens do not occur more than once; an event type may be instantiated multiple times. This assumption can be readily accommodated in our approach. No conceptual enhancement to what was presented above is necessary. In our architecture, we assume that each task is associated with a number of significant event types. (In our implementation, each event type is implemented as one actor or object.) Each event type is associated with at most one task. Thus commit of buy is a different event type than the commit of book. Whereas event types are represented, specific event tokens are attempted or triggered. Event tokens are instantiated from event types through parametrization-a tuple of all relevant parameters is attached to each event atom. Thus, event symbols are interpreted as types. When dependencies are stated, some of the parameters can be variables, which are implicitly universally quantified. When events are scheduled, all parameters must be constants. The parameters must be chosen so that event tokens are uniquely determined. Typical parameters include transaction and task IDs, database keys, timestamps, and so on. We can uniquely identify each event token by combining its task ID with the value of a monotonic counter that records the total number of significant event tokens of that task that have been instantiated. Event IDs are reminiscent of operation IDs in transaction processing- [Gray, 1981] describes how operation IDs can ensure uniqueness of logged operations in a recovery protocol. It is interesting that this old idea can be adapted to workflows and used in expressing and reasoning about intertask dependencies.
We modify the syntax of ª to parametrize event atoms by attaching a tuple of all relevant parameters. Thus, we replace Syntax 1 and 2 by rules Syntax 8 and 9 given below. Here we assume a set « of variables and a set ¬ constants that can be used as parameters. (For simplicity, we do not use multiple sorts for « and ¬ .) Thus, Γ includes all (ground) event literals and Ξ includes all event atoms. Since the universe depends on Γ, it is automatically redefined to include all traces formed from all possible event tokens that may be instantiated from the available event types using the available parameters. Let % ® #° g ive the degree of¯, i.e., the number of parameters¯seeks to become an event token.
, and
The semantics treats the variables as implicitly universally quantified. We replace Semantics 1 by the following two rules. Only Semantics 9 applies to an expression containing any variables-this is where the universal quantification takes place. Here 
We assume that events from the same task have the same variable parameters. This is because our focus is on intertask dependencies. Although our formal language allows arbitrary expressions, the ones we can meaningfully (i.e., in an architecturally felicitous manner) interpret and schedule are those that satisfy the above restriction. This restriction forces all reasoning pertinent to individual tasks to be performed by the tasks or their agents. The scheduler only handles the intertask aspects. Thus the events and their parameters define a clean interface between the tasks and the scheduler.
We now consider two different ways of scheduling parametrized dependencies to handle intra-workflow and interworkflow requirements. In the simplest case, parameters are used within a given workflow to relate events in different tasks. Typically, the same variables are used in parameters on events of different tasks. Attempting some key event binds the parameters of all events, thus instantiating the workflow afresh. The workflow is then scheduled as described in previous sections. We redo Example 2 below.
Example 8 Now we use Ë as the trip or reservation id to parametrize the workflow. The parameter Ë is bound when the buy task is begun. The explanations are as before-now we are explicit that the same customer features throughout the workflow. The desired workflow may be specified as (D1Ì )
In the second class of problems, the different events may have unrelated variable parameters. Such cases occur in the specification of concurrency control requirements across workflows or transactions. 
B y Semantics 9, the above dependency is interpreted as
for a specific and uniqueã occurs. This instantiates and residuates the above expression to . In this manner, when parametrized events occur, dependencies can "grow" to accommodate the appropriate instances explicitly. These constrain some of the events. When the given instantiation of a dependency has been satisfied, that instantiation is no longer needed. If we assume that no event token is attempted after it or its complement has occurred, we can simplify our representation so that only the original dependency plus the currently live instantiations are explicitly stored. Thus, assuming that the tasks behave properly in assuring uniqueness of their events, in quiescense only the original dependency may be stored.
In this manner, we can handle parametrized dependencies quite naturally. There is no significant increase in complexity in going from dependencies in which all events share the variables to those in which different variables may occur in different events. This enables us to handle not only mutual exclusion as defined above, but also concurrency control requirements in general.
The alert reader would have noticed that Example 9 makes no assumptions about the conditions under which the two tasks attempt to enter or exit their critical sections. This turns out to be true in our approach in other cases as well. Importantly, the event IDs need not depend on the structure of the associated task, because our scheduler does not need to know the internal structure of a task agent. An agent may have arbitrary loops and branches and may exercise them in any order as required by the underlying task. Hence, we can handle arbitrary tasks correctly! One might wonder about the value of parametrization to our formal theory. If we cared only about intra-workflow parametrization, we perhaps wouldn't need parameters explicitly, since they could be introduced extralogically, i.e., by modifying the way in which the theory is applied. However, when we care about inter-workflow parametrization, it is important to be able to handle parametrization from within the theory.
The unbound parameters in a dependency are treated as if universally quantified. This means that certain enforceable dependencies may become unenforceable when parametrized, e.g., when they require an infinitely many events to be triggered because of a single event occurrence. Determining the safe sublanguages is a problem we leave to future research.
Important Properties for Specification and Scheduling
We have presented a number of technical definitions and show how they meet several requirements in specifying and scheduling workflows. One might legitimately still wonder if some obvious alternatives would meet those requirements. In this section, we discuss the intuitive and technical rationale behind our syntax and semantic definitions. Some of our deepest concerns in settling upon a set of semantic definitions had to do with the subtle interrelationships between the operators ñ and ø on the one hand, and the constants ú and 1 on the other. There is no separate constant 1 in the present proposal: it is in effect identified with ú . Normally, e.g., in [Pratt, 1990] , ú is defined as the unique maximal element of the given lattice and 1 is defined as the unit of the concatenation operator. That is, ú would be roughly like in the above, whereas 1 would be associated with X . Another possible definition considers only maximal traces. In effect, this assigns a meaning to expressions only when all has been said and done. Consequently, it cannot express certain nuances that are essential for scheduling. For example, a problem arises if we attempt to give the semantics of certain kinds of expressions generated by nested Y dependencies of [Klein, 1991a] or did not occur after. Our algebra can naturally capture this meaning (or whatever else is desired) in a natural manner.
Our treatment of event complementation requires a formal complement for each significant event. An event and its complement are both atoms in the formal language, d ; corresponding model-theoretic entities occur in the traces. Some events are not typically thought of as having complements. For example, whereas abort and commit usually are complements of each other, start and forget usually have no complements at all. A superfluous formal complement causes no harm, because it is never instantiated. However, a complement is used for every event that is optional. Further, when the task agent has a multiway split (instead of two-way between abort and commit), then the complement of an event is, in effect, the join of all events that are its alternatives. This is quite rare in practice, since our agents include only significant events. However, it can be captured by adding additional dependencies in the obvious manner.
Discussion
We developed a rigorous model-theoretic semantics for events and dependencies that satisfies both workflow intuitions and formal semantics criteria. This semantics provides a means to check the consistency and enforceability of dependencies. It also provides a simple way to generate eager schedules from declarative ("lazy") specifications, in a way that symbolically computes the preconditions and postconditions of performing an event. By using admissibility, we obtain a notion of residuation intimately related to the eager scheduling of events under dependencies. Our notion of residuation is specialized for use in scheduling, and yields stronger and more succinct answers for various scheduling decisions.
We have developed and demonstrated a working distributed prototype based on our theory [Singh et al., 1994] . Our approach yields succinct representations for many interesting dependencies that arise in practice, e.g., compensation dependencies are of size 3 here, but of over size 40 in [Attie et al., 1993] . The simplicity of our algebra facilitates specifications. Other approaches rely on fine syntactic variations, e.g., nested Y operators, which are confusing [Klein, 1991a] at best. Our approach involves no unintuitive semantic assumptions, but makes use of every available aspect of the problem to gain expressiveness and efficiency. The actual reasoning in our case is symbolic, i.e., using expressions that compactly represent branching histories or the corresponding sets of linear histories. In practice, we appear to obtain succinct representations-no worse than and often much better than previous approaches-but a detailed analysis of the complexity issues remains to be performed.
More general logic programming techniques for reasoning about integrity constraints and transactions are no doubt important, but the connection has not been explored yet [Bonner & Kifer, 1993; Lipeck, 1990 ]. It appears that we deal with lower-level scheduling issues, whereas the above approaches deal with application-level constraints. We speculate that they could supply the dependencies that are input to our approach. Our focus here was on identifying the core scheduling and semantic issues here, which will be relevant no matter how the final implementation is achieved.
